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The physical environment in which children live, including the air they breathe and the water they drink, has a profound influence on their development. While children need many chemicals and nutrients to physically grow and develop normally, others, such as those deemed environmental toxins (e.g. pesticides, lead, mercury, and illicit substances) act instead as a threat to healthy development. These chemicals may have highly toxic effects, and while they are a threat to all individuals, they affect infants and children most severely. This is because children’s immature nervous and immune systems are highly susceptible to disruption during development, and their smaller size and higher metabolic rate means that they proportionally sequester higher toxin concentrations relative to adults. Furthermore, children’s curiosity makes them more likely to encounter hazardous exposures as they explore their living environments.

Environmental toxin exposure comes at a great cost not only to the healthy physical development, but also to the healthy mental development of an individual child. Though not the focus of this brief, there is much research documenting how environmental toxins have been linked to medical conditions like asthma, diabetes, and Parkinson’s disease. Furthermore, exposure to various toxins has been linked to many psychiatric and intellectual problems, including later diagnosis of Attention Deficit-Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Specific Learning Disorders such as Dyslexia, conduct problems, and deficits in IQ. All of these outcomes not only harm the individual, but also come at a high cost to society. As a result of all of these outcomes, society incurs increased costs related to health care, hospitalization, joblessness, special education, and the juvenile and adult criminal justice systems. Importantly, the contribution of environmental toxins to each of these outcomes is ultimately preventable through appropriate control and regulation.

Finally, exposure to environmental toxins contributes to social inequities and associated health disparities that are common in U.S. urban environments. The types of homes most likely to contain environmental toxins are also often older, and, particularly within urban environments, are concentrated in low-income neighborhoods that tend to be disproportionately inhabited by non-white residents. Furthermore, low-socioeconomic status (SES) groups are exposed to greater amounts of environmental toxins not only in the home, but in school, in job-sites, and in neighborhoods. Scientists have postulated that the difference in health between socioeconomic brackets is not due to a single type of exposure, but the cumulative exposure to various toxins across all of these environments. These differences have also been tied to disparities in maternal and child health, including high rates of infant mortality, pre-term birth, and very low-birth-weight observed among black women and their infants. Furthermore, these disparities in exposure may also contribute to disparities in child mental health and development, such as the increased rates of behavioral disorders among non-white populations.

Because of environmental toxins’ contribution to child physical and mental health disparities,
and the great subsequent cost of these disparities to society, these effects have become a focus of work of the Center for the Human Rights of Children at Loyola University Chicago. To support the view that toxin exposure is an issue of children’s rights, key principles set out by the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child include a right to survival and (healthy) development, non-discrimination, and a developmental environment in the best interest of the child. In order to provide an introduction to the issue of toxin exposure and mental health outcomes, to highlight the relevant evidence-based research, and to build a foundation for policy change, we present the following brief review of the literature. Because children are uniquely vulnerable to various environmental toxins prenatally and in the post-natal period, the literature is organized in these time frames. In addition, the specific toxins discussed below are not a comprehensive list, but represent an effort to focus attention on mental health outcomes of the more common environmental toxins. More research is undoubtedly needed to continue to support links between toxins and mental development, in addition to connections to physical development.
Children and infants are particularly vulnerable to environmental toxins while they are still developing in utero. As such, this policy brief will describe some of the toxins that are the most common and most toxic to the mental health and function of the developing fetus, i.e., organophosphates, alcohol and nicotine. As noted earlier, prenatal exposure to environmental toxins is highly correlated with socioeconomic status, and is considered to be a contributor to continued health disparities between the poor and underserved and other populations. However, this is particularly true for the toxins discussed here. For one, Organophosphate exposure is most common in agricultural communities, which tend to be composed of low-SES Latino families. Meanwhile, exposure to recreational drugs in pregnancy is associated with low SES environments due to SES-related stressors, little education, and limited substance abuse treatment options. Therefore, many of the effects discussed below are most likely to be present among these less-resourced communities.

**ORGANOPHOSPHATES**

Exposure to organophosphates (OPs), common ingredients in insecticides in agriculture and in home/commercial pest control (another exposure that is linked to lower SES and substandard housing conditions), can cause mild to severe disruption of brain development. OPs can disrupt a wide range of processes that are essential for the formation and function of brain circuits. Studies of functional outcomes in both animals and children demonstrate that modest changes in brain architecture caused by exposure to Chlorpyrifos, an OP, can lead to measurable problems in learning, attention, and emotional control.

**OTHER INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS**

In industrialized societies like the US, there are several additional chemical additives that are known to have effects on child behavior following exposure in utero. Two examples are Biphosphonol A and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons. Biphosphonol A is commonly used in consumer products, including food/beverage containers and linings, medical equipment, and thermal receipts. Gestational exposure to Biphosphonol A has been linked to increased hyperactivity and aggression scores for 2-year-old girls, as well as increased anxiety, hyperactivity, and depression among 3-year-olds, particularly girls. Meanwhile, Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a type of industrial toxin present in ambient air from incomplete combustion of fossil fuels, as well as in tobacco smoke. Prenatal air exposure to PAHs has been linked to slower cognitive development in early childhood, which in turn can lead to educational performance deficits in later childhood/adolescence.

**RECREATIONAL DRUGS**

Recreational drugs may not seem at first to represent “environmental” toxins. However, during the prenatal time period, this is essentially the role that they take on. The effects of in-utero exposure to illicit substances, such as cocaine and other illegal substances, is well documented and well recognized by the public. However, a frequent
misconception is that illicit/illegal substance use during pregnancy is more harmful than using legal substances. In fact, legal recreational drugs, such as alcohol and nicotine, also act as toxins to the developing fetus. Research indicates that each of these drugs may impact mental development in different ways, and that these impacts vary based on amount, timing, and duration of the exposure.\textsuperscript{16} Though it is often difficult to separate fetal exposure to recreational drugs from the environmental stresses facing children of parents who use these drugs, there is rich scientific evidence that exposure to recreational drugs at sensitive periods of development may negatively impact mental development and later mental health outcomes.\textsuperscript{17}

**ALCOHOL.** Alcohol is one of the best-documented of the teratogens, substances that can negatively influence fetal development. Exposure to alcohol is linked to a range of outcomes, many of which depend on the amount and timing of the exposure during pregnancy. However, in general, exposure to alcohol during pregnancy is related to the development of fetal alcohol spectrum disorders, a group of psychiatric diagnoses characterized by numerous physical and structural changes as well as deficits in several cognitive domains, including attention, language, memory, and motor skills.\textsuperscript{18,19} Notably, these deficits are misdiagnosed as other psychiatric diagnoses, such as ADHD, when in fact they are a result of structural changes to the brain as a result of alcohol exposure in utero.\textsuperscript{19} However, fetal alcohol exposure itself is related independently to higher rates of other psychiatric disorders, such as depression and anxiety, in childhood and adulthood.\textsuperscript{20} Therefore, exposure to alcohol in utero is highly linked to both cognitive and mental health outcomes for children.

**NICOTINE.** Similar to alcohol, nicotine’s effects on fetal development are often underestimated or ignored. Further, much attention is given to the physical effects of nicotine exposure in childhood (e.g., asthma) over the potential cognitive and mental health effects it may produce when exposure occurs during gestation. In fact, nicotine use during pregnancy may be related to severe antisocial behavior in later life.\textsuperscript{21} Furthermore, children of mothers who used nicotine during pregnancy are more likely to struggle with the development of “theory of mind,” a skill related to empathy.\textsuperscript{22}

This is a short list of some of the toxins that are most prevalent and harmful to infant cognitive and mental health development in utero. However, there are other toxins that may impact infants at this stage, and the toxins described here may also have effects if ingested by children after birth. This is particularly true for alcohol and nicotine, for which even second-hand exposure can have devastating effects on the developing brain even into adolescence.\textsuperscript{23–25}

**POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS**
Grason and Misra\textsuperscript{26} provide excellent documentation of potential policy strategies that may help to reduce prenatal toxin exposure. In terms of short-term strategies, they recommend: 1) capitalizing
on existing public notification requirements that stem from environmental legislation, 2) continuing and enhancing use of the news media, 3) increasing product labeling guidelines, 4) promoting improved healthcare provider counseling, and 5) increasing surveillance and research. In the long-term, they recommend 1) creating an organized system of information and care specific to these exposures, 2) undertaking a scientific/political initiative that unites health and environmental concerns. All of these efforts are particularly important in light of current policy weaknesses, including the fact that manufacturers of commercial chemicals, including pesticides, are required to supply only minimal toxicity data before selling their products. An obligation to supply premarket toxicity and exposure data is necessary to ensure that children will be protected from exposure and potential harm.
As much as prenatal conditions of vulnerability, postnatal conditions and influence have a great deal of impact on mental health and development. Also similar to prenatal conditions, postnatal conditions are largely a factor of socioeconomic status, with by far the largest burden placed on those who live in underserved neighborhoods and communities. Though there are many toxins that affect children’s development postnatally, most of the research with regards to effects on cognitive/mental development focuses on lead. While other toxins have these effects, lead is certainly that which is most widely understood, and can provide context for other toxins for which research is still being developed. Unfortunately, concentrations of lead are highest within older homes, which, particularly in large cities, often represent the homes of those who are already financially or otherwise disadvantaged. Furthermore, low-SES children are more likely to live in urban neighborhoods with greater soil and dust lead concentrations from traffic and industrial activities, and to have nutritional deficiencies that increase lead absorption. This disparity has been recently illuminated by the tragedy in Flint, Michigan that has been making headlines since 2015. In this community, the incidence of blood lead concentrations above the recommended amount rose from 2.4% to 4.9% after a change in water supply. Notably, these statistics ignore the fact that there is no known “safe” level of lead exposure, and that even low levels of exposure can have negative impacts. Fortunately, this tragedy, though deeply concerning, has widely publicized the degree to which environmental health adversities disproportionately impact underserved communities.

**LEAD**

Lead is harmful to children both in utero and following birth. In fact, experts have noted that the greatest risk of lead in water may be to infants consuming reconstituted formula. Outcomes of lead exposure, in addition to the highly publicized decrease in general IQ, include deficits in executive functioning, a set of processes that guide advanced cognitive functions, such as attention, inhibition, working memory, and cognitive flexibility. Furthermore, lead exposure has also been linked to conduct disorder, a behavioral disorder associated with antisocial behaviors. To date, no effective treatments have been found to “cure” the permanent developmental effects of lead toxicity.

Not only is lead itself related to negative impacts on mental health and development, but the knowledge of disparities in lead exposure may also impact mental health throughout communities even among those unexposed. For example, a qualitative study of residents in the Flint, MI area noted increased stress, anxiety, and depression among the city’s population, and hypothesized that these effects were the most severe among low-income, African American populations in the city. The participants stated that these mental health consequences were related not only to the water contamination but to increasing distrust of public officials related to the crisis. Furthermore, it is often ignored that the treatment and additional supports that may be necessary to
overcome outcomes of lead exposure (e.g., tutoring, specialized school-based services) themselves may cause additional stress among the families of affected children.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Policy changes regulating exposure to lead are often touted as a success story, since regulations prohibiting the inclusion of lead in gasoline, household paint, and other consumer products have resulted in significant decreases in childhood lead exposure overall. However, it is clear from the Flint, MI crisis that lead exposure has not been eradicated completely, and that those who continue to receive lead exposure are also disadvantaged systemically. Furthermore, as noted above, there is no “safe” level of lead exposure for children, and current federal standards for lead in house dust, water, and soil remain too high to protect children adequately. Further reduction in lead exposure could have critical social impact, since the reductions that have been accomplished so far have been linked to such wide-reaching factors as an overall decrease in crime.

Environmental health policy experts believe that to continue improving our approach protecting children from known toxins like lead, the US EPA and FDA need more authority and resources to further regulate and reduce emissions and exposures. In addition to federal oversight, lead abatement programs by municipal/county governments and community organizations are critical since the leading sources of lead poisoning are found in homes (old paint, lead pipes).
In conclusion, in spite of increased awareness of the common presence of environmental toxins in many children’s early environments, a number of children remain at risk for pre- and postnatal exposure to environmental toxins that will eventually impact their mental health and development. Such exposure may have societal impacts (e.g. crime reduction) and increase socioeconomic disparities (e.g. most heavily affect poor communities). Therefore, public and private systems have an obligation to protect our children from these known toxins, as well as any newly created substances that may be toxic. At a policy level, federal agencies such as the EPA and FDA need additional funding and enhanced ability to regulate exposure at both the pre- and post-natal stages. However, as events in Flint have demonstrated, these issues also can and should be addressed through increased regulation more locally. Particularly in the United States, where many policies guiding the oversight of hazardous substances are developed at a municipal and state level, grass-roots efforts to affect change in these policies may be effective. From a children’s rights perspective, all of the policy recommendations outlined above are in line with efforts to promote the internationally adopted standards to consider the best interest of the child, and the safety, survival, and healthy development of children. One way to facilitate many of these short- and long-term goals would be for the U.S. to ratify the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). Ratification of this convention would provide both moral and political authority to exercise greater consideration of toxin exposure as a violation of children’s human rights, to monitor such effects, and to engage in greater prevention efforts. In summary:

- Federal agencies such as the EPA and FDA need additional funding and enhanced ability to regulate exposure at both the pre- and post-natal stages.
- Grass-roots efforts to effect policies guiding the oversight of hazardous substances at a municipal and state level are also needed.
- National ratification of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) would allow greater moral and political authority to combat toxin exposure.
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